~ Rh Negative Blood and Spiritual Abilities (PART ONE) ~
Many have heard of Rh negative blood but don’t understand the implications of it, or why
those who do have this tend to exhibit very high IQ’s, early maturity, high disease resistance,
and other interesting traits including a high degree of psychic ability, highly developed intuition and paranormal powers. The term “Rh” actually stands for the rhesus monkey blood
type. 85% of human beings on earth today exhibit Rh POSITIVE blood type, which is in common with the rhesus monkey blood type, and thus the argument for evolution of man from
ape is made using this as the scientific “proof” of it. Seemingly with this common blood type,
that argument stands even though the “missing link” has never been discovered. In all of nature, any animal can interbreed with other animals within its’ own species without problem,
except for HUMANS... Infant haemolytic disease is caused when an Rh negative mother is
carrying a child from an Rh positive father. What occurs is the mothers body treats the infant
growing within her as though it is a parasite. The only other instance that occurs in nature
of when a mothers own body will turn on a gestating infant is when horses and donkeys are
bred together to create a mule. So, why would a mothers body attack it’s own offspring unless there was some marked genetic difference between them even though in other respects,
they appear very similar unless there are two distinct “species” of humans on this planet?
Could there be a “real” human AND a “counterfeit” one as well? Science goes on to say that
they believe mankind originated in Africa, however, the scientific evidence of the oldest
known mummified remains of humans ever found were of Scandinavian descent with blond
hair and blue eyes, indicating Rh negative physical traits. Dark-haired, dark-eyed individuals
represent traits associated with Rh positive blood types. Those with hair being fluctuating,
but are found to be Rh negatives will always have light eyes [green being the rarest, (double
recessive) blue, violet, amber and gray eyes, second rarest (either double OR single recessive),
hazel (including multicolor and/or amber being third rarest)]. Interestingly enough, skin
color, like hair color seems to not be a final revealing trait, but eye color is the most reliable
indicator, barring a full blood workup.
It is also understood that all matter is comprised of energy first and that all living things have
an electromagnetic field around them, That said, the likelyhood that Rh negative individuals
will also have a far different energy field around them as well as exhibiting certain physical
characteristics different from those compared with their Rh positive counterparts. The next
evolution of this hypothesis is to submit that like a pole of a battery, a positive will REPEL
and a negative will ATTRACT.... Taking this another step further, it could be implied that a
negative polarity can actually draw in energy and transmute it (change it) while a positive
would simply repel and leave the other energy body unaffected. This could certainly be the
reason why so many poo-poo the idea of spiritual or psychic abilities, because, again, 85% of
mankind does not HAVE IT!

The ability to truly draw in anothers energy allows that individual to “read” it as well. This
ability often walks hand in hand with supernatural healing abilities, an uncommon ability to
understand and interelate with animals as well. A truly gifted animal handler will typically
also be Rh negative. The Rh positive will tend to repel such primal energy and not be able to
successfully interact with it, much like many Rh negative people wonder why most people
seemingly almost wish to FLEE from them in some fashion, or at least remain aloof, or distant
from them! This is a common phenomenon for those who walk highly evolved spiritual paths
as I’m sure many out there who are so, have clearly felt in their life, and maybe even daily....
They “see” things others do not. They “know” things that others do not and they cannot
explain HOW they know them. They are able to “DO” things on these levels that others cannot. This is EXTREMELY offputting to someone who cannot or does not already either have,
or can do those very same things themselves, resulting in superficial relationships being the
only potential one that can be had between the two. In the Bible, the only word that appears
MORE than the word blood, is the word GOD. Could this also be why some are FULL of
“knowledge” while so many others seem to be WITHOUT it? Again, like poles of batteries, couldn’t this also explain why so many don’t CARE to “know things?” So many do not
THIRST for knowledge? So many who seem vacant and only interested in cartoon-level entertainment instead? In fact, MOST, if not all of those with psychic abilities are Rh negative and
it is those people who can never learn enough, never understand enough, never DO enough,
and on and on and on.....
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